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Abstract

Studies are increasingly demonstrating that individuals differ in their rate of ageing, and this is postulated to emerge from a trade-off between current and future reproduction. Recent theory predicts a correlation between individual personality and life-history strategy, and from this comes the prediction that personality may predict the intensity of senescence. Here we show that boldness correlates with reproductive success and foraging behaviour in wandering albatrosses, with strong sex-specific differences. Shy males show a strong decline in reproductive performance with age, and bold females have lower reproductive success in later adulthood. In both sexes, bolder birds have longer foraging trips and gain more mass per trip as they get older. However, the benefit of this behaviour appears to differ between the sexes, such that it is only matched by high reproductive success in males. Together our results suggest that personality linked foraging adaptations with age are strongly sex-specific in their fitness benefits and that the impact of boldness on senescence is linked to ecological parameters.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, there has been a surge in studies highlighting senescence in wild populations [1,2]. These reductions in reproductive performance or survival probability at old ages have deleterious effects on individual fitness [3]. It is widely thought that senescence may occur as a result of an accumulation of cellular damage caused during the lifetime of an individual, such that there is conflict between investment in current reproduction and investment in repair of organismal damage when resources are limited [4,5]. There is increasing empirical evidence that individuals differ in their rate of senescence, and this suggests individual level trade-offs between current and future reproduction [1,6–8], but what leads individuals to engage in different life-history tactics is poorly understood.
Concurrently, research on consistent individual differences in behaviour, or personalities, has increased exponentially in the last decade [9]. In recent years, evolutionary ecologists have postulated that life-history trade-offs may lead to the evolution and maintenance of such variation [10–13], resulting in the prediction that different personality types should engage in different life-history strategies. There is empirical support to suggest that personality correlates with single life-history traits, such as survival or fecundity [12,14–16], and some evidence that there is an interaction between age and personality on fitness, with bolder individuals having higher reproductive success in old age [17]. However, while life-history predicts that an individual’s personality will correlate with the level of energy allocation in current versus future reproduction, and that high allocation corresponds to an investment involving increased senescence at old age [10–12], to our knowledge, no study to date has examined the relationship between personality and reproductive senescence in the wild.

Wandering albatrosses (Diomedea exulans) are one of the longest lived wild bird species, and their personality and life-history traits are already well understood [18–22]. Boldness has previously been shown to be repeatable and heritable in this species [22], and albatrosses show strong age-specific variation in life-history traits such as senescence in reproductive success [19–21,23] and changes in foraging behaviour with age [24], all of which are found predominantly in males. Furthermore, in a closely related species, the black browed albatross (Thalassarche melanophrys), personality has been shown to have sexually antagonistic effects on fitness, mediated by environmental conditions [25], but age effects were unexplored. In this study, we address the potential link between life-history traits and personalities by using one of the longest demographic and foraging datasets available in a wild species, in combination with personality scores for over 1300 birds. We ask whether an individual’s boldness to a human approacher, a proxy for personality type, correlates with age at first breeding and changes in reproductive success with age, and thus senescence in reproductive success. We combine these data with foraging measures from 205 individuals, across 307 trips, to examine whether boldness is linked to changes in foraging behaviour and efficiency with age. As previous work has found stronger senescence in reproductive success in males of this species [21,24], we extend these analyses to consider sexually antagonistic effects. If males demonstrate greater changes in foraging behaviour and reproductive success with age, we suggest that the interaction with personality may be stronger in this sex.

2. Material and methods
   (a) Data collection

   (i) Study system

   Wandering albatrosses are one of the largest flying birds, weighing between 8 and 12 kg, showing sexual size dimorphism, with males on average 20% larger. They are among the longest lived wild species, reaching over 50 years of age [26], with a very high annual survival and delayed breeding until at least 7 years old [27]. Pairs breed biennially, and share incubation and chick provisioning over an 11 month period, until the offspring fledges. Divorce is low (ca 0.3% of pairs; [28]) and pairs remain mainly monogamous, separating normally owing to failed breeding attempts or partner death. We examine how boldness, a proxy for personality, influences several reproductive parameters: age at first reproduction; reproductive success with age; and foraging behaviour.
The wandering albatross population of Possession Island, Crozet Islands, Southwestern Indian Ocean (46°8′ S, 51°8′ E), has been monitored since 1966 [27]. Each year, the pair identity, presence of an egg, presence of a chick and fledging of a chick are recorded for the whole island population. Birds are sexed from size and plumage dimorphism within each pair. All adults and chicks are fitted with a metal ring with a unique number to allow their survival and reproductive success to be followed throughout their lifetime. Reproductive success was defined as the successful fledging of a chick, for a nest with an egg laid. Birds normally breed annually if unsuccessful in their last attempt but biannually if they succeed in rearing a chick. Given this complexity, here we examine only the success of reproductive attempts and not breeding frequency. As a result, our study focuses on how boldness correlates with annual reproductive success not total fitness. In total, 1317 birds of known personality were known to have commenced breeding and of these 1142 (n reproductive success) were followed for between 1 and 42 years, for a total of 7534 breeding attempts. This creates a dataset that is partially cross sectional and partially longitudinal (see the electronic supplementary material, appendices S1 and S5 for full discussion). The mean population reproductive success was 77 ± 0.48%, driven mainly by hatching success (85 ± 0.42%; electronic supplementary material, appendix S1) and for birds which hatched a chick, the fledging success was very high (94 ± 0.30%; electronic supplementary material, appendix S1).

Age was known for all birds born in the population banded as chicks (n = 1149) and was estimated for all birds banded as adults (n = 168), assuming the minimum age at first reproduction was 7 years [27]. As in recently published studies [20], extreme values of age (more than 42 years) were collapsed into a single group (42 years) for analyses to avoid extreme values, with very low sample sizes, driving relationships.

(ii) Boldness

Individual boldness was measured as the response to a human approacher from 5 m, between 2009 and 2013, for incubating birds. The response was classified along an ordinal scale from 0, no response; 1, bird lifts head; 2, bird rises onto tarsus; 3, bird vocalizes; 4, bird stands up. As boldness has only been recorded during the last 5 years, all birds of known boldness are potentially still active breeders. As wandering albatrosses get older they breed less frequently, and to ensure accurate survival estimates, for a simple survival analysis birds must be absent from the colony for more than 4 years to be considered ‘dead’. While it is possible to use more complex multi-state models to estimate survival, this was beyond the scope of this paper. We were therefore unable to calculate survival estimates in this study. While we have several repeat measures for some individuals, to accurately measure within individual plasticity in boldness, at least three observations per individual are required, and as such we have insufficient data to adequately assess individual plasticity in boldness over time for all individuals in this study (for details see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). Although boldness has only been measured over the last 5 years, there is little evidence of a change in boldness with age nor evidence that is an interaction between personality and plasticity (electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). These results clearly show that any plasticity in boldness is not correlated with age supporting the use of these estimates as proxies of boldness across the lifetime of birds.
(iii) Foraging behaviour

Between 1989 and 2013, foraging movements were recorded using observations, satellite tags and GPS loggers [29–31]. All birds in this analysis were monitored during incubation, during which foraging behaviour is linked to self-maintenance [30]. Between 1989 and 1992, study nests were checked daily to record the changeover of partners and estimate trip duration (n trips = 40). From 1994 to 2013, trip duration was estimated using biologging devices. Devices were attached using Tesa tape [31] and recorded accurate positions every hour (Argos system: n trips = 76) or highly accurate locations at a resolution of 15 min (GPS: n trips = 191). For a subsection of trips, birds were weighed at departure and return, allowing the change in mass during the trips to be calculated (n trips = 90).

(b) Analyses

(i) Boldness

The maximum recorded response to a human approacher was used as a bird’s score and this was scaled controlling for observation number and observer [22]. Briefly, models including all observations were fitted using a Bayesian generalized linear mixed model with an ordinal error structure fitted in MCMCglmm [32]. Observation number and observer were fitted as fixed effects and individual bird identification (ID) as a random effect. Using a parameter expanded prior, with $V = 1$, $\nu = 1000$, $\alpha, \mu = 0$ and $\alpha, \nu = 1$ for random effects and the residual variance was fixed at 1. We extracted 500 000 values for each individual bird, from a model with 600 000 iterations after a burn-in of 100 000. Visual, autocorrelation and convergence checks were performed. We extracted the posterior mode as the boldness score for each individual, and a matrix of 1000 boldness estimates per bird, drawn from the 95% credibility intervals, to estimate the impact of uncertainty in boldness on final parameter estimates.

(ii) Age at first reproduction

Age at first reproduction may be important for reproductive success as birds show an increase in success with experience in very early adulthood and age at first reproduction has previously been shown to differ among the sexes [27]. Furthermore, commencing breeding early may have a cost in later adulthood. Here we examined the effect of boldness on age at first reproduction. The interaction between boldness and sex was fitted as the age at first reproduction is independent among pairs. Models were fitted with a Poisson error distribution with log-link function, using only birds of exact known age ($n = 1149$).

(iii) Reproductive success

Given that reproductive success changes as quadratically with age (electronic supplementary material, appendix S3) we conducted two main analyses.
(1) **Full data analysis.** We fitted the interaction between boldness x age² (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S3 for consideration of other model structures; n = 7534), to examine boldness mediated senescence and fitted age at first reproduction to examine the impact of early breeding on reproductive success across a bird’s lifetime. Reproductive outcome: 0, egg laid but no chick surviving to fledging; 1, egg laid produced a fledgling. Reproductive success was fitted with a binary error structure, using a logit-link function. Individual ID and year were fitted as random effects and subcolony (nine levels) as a fixed effect. Given that males and females from the same pair share a reproductive success, we ran all models separately for each sex. This analysis included cross-sectional and longitudinal data and an analysis using exclusively cross-sectional values for boldness and reproductive success, which were collected in the same year, are presented in the electronic supplementary material, appendix S5, showing strong congruence with the main models.

(2) **Early and late adulthood analyses.** For the full dataset, because not all individuals were studied across their entire lifetime, there may be an interaction between individual level changes in reproductive success with age and sampling regime, which has previously been reported in studies examining wandering albatross senescence [20]. Given the complexity of a model accounting for such an interaction, we are unable to fit this model, prohibiting the estimation of within individual senescence effects. Instead, following the methods of Froy et al. [20], we divide the data into ‘early’ and ‘late’ adulthood, allowing us to estimate within individual and personality effects in the same models. We divided the life cycle into ‘early adulthood’, defined as before 22 years of age (see turning point of quadratic curve in figure 1) and ‘late adulthood’, defined as 22 years or more. For each stage, individuals were selected if reproductive data was available across at least 90% of the stage duration.

For ‘early’ adulthood, data was subset using birds whose reproductive success was measured until at least 20 years of age (n attempts = 3344; n individuals = 545). For ‘late’ adulthood, data was subset to include only birds whose reproduction was monitored until they were at least 38 years old (n attempts = 409; n individuals = 38). These cut-offs were chosen as they maximized sample size, while ensuring that birds had been sampled over at least 90% of the range used. Logistic regressions were fitted in keeping with those used for the full dataset with the following changes. Boldness _ age was fitted as a linear interaction (as the data were split at the turning point of the quadratic), again assessing boldness mediated changes in reproduction with age. Colony was grouped into a two-level factor (based on geographical location), as the datasets were considerably reduced and there was insufficient power to fit a nine-level effect. Age at first reproduction was fitted as fixed effect to examine the impact of early commencement on reproductive success in both early and late adulthood. An additional individual level random slope was fitted and age was mean centred at the population level for fixed effects and at the individual level for the random slopes.
Figure 1 The change in reproductive success with age and boldness. (a) Bolder males senesce less quickly than shyer males, with solid lines showing the interaction between boldness and age. (b) Females do not show detectable differences in senescence with boldness. For illustrative purposes dashed lines show non-statistically significant differences in reproductive success with age between the personality types. While age and boldness are continuous measures in all analyses, for illustrative purposes only, they are grouped here. Age was grouped into 5-year bins from 5 to 45 years and the mean reproductive success (±s.e.) plotted against the mid-point of the bin. Females are plotted in shades of red and males in shades of blue. Boldness was grouped into two categories: bold (upper 1/2 of boldness scores; dark shades); shy (lower 1/2 of boldness scores; pale shades).

(iv) Foraging behaviour

Trip duration (days) was calculated for 307 birds of known age and personality. Mass change (mass at return to the nest (g) - mass at departure (g)), was estimated controlling for the mass loss on the nest of 0.9% per day [30]. There was little evidence to support a quadratic change in foraging behaviour with age, so we fitted these models examining the interaction between boldness and age (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S3 for model selection). Analyses were run on the sexes together fitting the interaction between boldness x age and year and month were fitted as random effects.

Age at first reproduction models were fitted using lm and all other analyses using lmer [33] in R [34]. First, all models were run using the posterior mode estimate for boldness per individual to extract parameter estimate and standard errors. ANOVA model comparisons were run with and without the term of interest to obtain p-values. Non-statistically significant fixed effect interaction terms and non-statistically significant random slopes (where the variance = 0) were dropped from final models. Then each analysis described was run 1000 times, using the 1000 estimates of boldness extracted per individual bird. This was carried out by fitting the models below, using a loop which varied the boldness scores input per iteration of the model. For every parameter in the model, we present the 95% CIs for every model parameter, based on the 1000 iterations [35]. We present the full tables of
results in the electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, with all parameter estimates on the link scale.

3. Results

(a) Age at first reproduction

There was no interaction between boldness and sex on age at first reproduction ($x^2_1 = 0.32; p = 0.57$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S3) nor an effect of boldness ($x^2_1 = 0.30; p = 0.59$ electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S3). However, as shown in previous studies, age at first reproduction was strongly influenced by sex itself, with females starting breeding at a younger age to males (females: $8.75$ years $\pm 1.01$; males: $9.69 \pm 1.02$; $x^2_1 = 26.09; p < 0.001$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S3).

(b) Reproductive success

(i) Males

There were strong differences in the change in reproductive success with age in males, such that shyer birds senesced more quickly (boldness x age$^2$: $x^2_1 = 7.98; p = 0.005$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S4; figure 1). These differences were driven by variation in hatching success, as is population reproductive success (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). These results were supported by analyses examining early and late adulthood behaviour individually. These showed no significant interaction between boldness and age on early adulthood reproductive success (boldness x age: $x^2_1 = 0.10; p = 0.76$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5), nor an effect of boldness (boldness: $x^2_1 = 2.27; p = 0.13$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5) but a positive increase with age ($x^2_1 = 16.80; p < 0.001$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5). However, in late adulthood shy males senesced more quickly (boldness _ age: $x^2_1 = 5.49; p = 0.02$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S6), supporting the patterns seen using the full dataset.

Males that started breeding later had a higher reproductive success throughout their lifetime (age at first reproduction: $x^2_1 = 5.21; p = 0.02$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S4) but this effect was not seen when examining the two life stages individually (age at first reproduction—early adulthood $x^2_1 = 0.46; p = 0.50$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5; late adulthood: $x^2_1 = 2.58; p = 0.11$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S6). We found no support for the inclusion of within individual differences in senescence (individual slopes—early adulthood: $0.00 \pm 0.07$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5; late adulthood: $0.00 \pm 0.08$; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S6). Studies which have previously demonstrated strong within individual senescence rates had not considered that such individual variation may be explained by boldness. By fitting boldness as a fixed effect, we suggest that this accounts for a large amount of variation in individual senescence rates.
(ii) Females

Females showed no evidence of an interaction between boldness and age on reproductive success, indicative of personality mediated rates of senescence across birds’ lifetimes (boldness_ age^2: \( x^2_1 = 0.15; p = 0.70 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S4; figure 1; boldness x age: \( x^2_1 = 2.39; p = 0.12 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S4) or within stages (early adulthood: boldness x age: \( x^2_1 = 1.25; p = 0.26 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5; late adulthood: boldness x age: \( x^2_1 = 0.02; p = 0.87 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S6). However, while boldness did not influence reproductive success in early adulthood (boldness: \( x^2_1 = 0.86; p = 0.35 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5), bolder females had a lower reproductive success in late adulthood (boldness: \( x^2_1 = 5.04; p = 0.02 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S6).

We found no evidence that the age at first reproduction was linked to reproductive success in females (age at first reproduction—all data: \( x^2_1 = 1.91; p = 0.17 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S4; early adulthood: \( x^2_1 = 0.08; p = 0.77 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5; late adulthood: \( x^2_1 = 3.43; p = 0.06 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S6) nor support for within individual differences in senescence (individual slopes—early adulthood: 0.00 ± 0.06; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S5; late adulthood: 0.00 ± 0.05; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S6).

(c) Foraging behaviour

Bolder birds made longer foraging trips with increasing age (boldness x age: \( x^2_1 = 4.52; p = 0.03 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S7; figure 2) and was driven mainly by changes in late life (boldness x age: early adulthood: \( x^2_1 = 0.00; p = 0.97 \); late adulthood: \( x^2_1 = 4.29; p = 0.04 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S7). These results are coupled with a trend that bolder birds gain more mass per foraging trip (boldness: \( x^2_1 = 3.68; p = 0.06 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S8) and this relationship was significant in late adulthood (\( x^2_1 = 5.34; p = 0.02 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S8; figure 3) but not early adulthood (\( x^2_1 = 0.82; p = 0.37 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S8). There was no interaction between boldness and age on mass gain (boldness x age: all data: \( x^2_1 = 0.64; p = 0.42 \); early adulthood: \( x^2_1 = 0.83; p = 0.36 \); late adulthood: \( x^2_1 = 0.01; p = 0.92 \); electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, table S8).

4. Discussion

Our study reveals senescence in reproductive success in wandering albatrosses and links this to a measure of individual personality. These patterns appear to be sex specific, with shyer males demonstrating stronger senescence and bolder females having lower reproductive success in later life. Furthermore, we find that boldness is correlated with foraging trip duration in both sexes, with bolder birds making longer trips in later adulthood, gaining more mass per foraging trip. These results highlight the potential importance of sexually antagonistic effects of personality and foraging behaviour on reproductive success and senescence in a wide-ranging long-lived species.
Figure 2 Changes in foraging behaviour with age and personality. Bolder birds make longer foraging trips as they get older. While age and boldness are continuous measures in all analyses, for illustrative purposes only, they are grouped here. Age was grouped into 5 year bins from 5 to 45 years and the mean foraging behaviour (±s.e.) plotted against the mid-point of the bin. Boldness was grouped into two categories: bold (upper 1/2 of boldness scores; dark colour); shy (lower 1/2 of boldness scores; pale colour).

Figure 3 Independent of age and sex, bolder birds gain more mass per foraging trip in late adulthood.
(a) Foraging behaviour

Here we show evidence that boldness is linked to foraging behaviour in wandering albatrosses. Male wandering albatrosses are known to forage further south with increasing age [24,29], and here we can suggest that these changes in foraging behaviour are driven predominantly by bolder individuals making longer foraging trips in later adulthood. Boldness is often correlated with explorative behaviour [9] and superficial exploration [11,36] and so bolder individuals may be more likely to explore further from the colony when ageing. When males increase the duration of their foraging trips, they can reach more southerly waters, which are highly productive, and may confer an advantage to the individual in old age, when they are potentially less efficient or less competitive closer to the colonies.

Interestingly, while bold females also make longer foraging trips in later adulthood, and gain more mass per trip, this is associated with a lower reproductive success during this time. Females are foraging in different water masses than males, as they travel north from the colony to warmer waters [29,37]. Increasing trip length is associated with the possibility of exploring nutrient poor tropical zones [30] and therefore poorer quality resources. Longer trips in females may be energetically costly, and while birds are able to gain more mass, this may come at a much greater cost than to bold males. As such, these results suggest that changes in foraging behaviour may not confer an advantage to females. Sexually antagonistic selection can maintain a trait in the population if it confers an advantage in one sex, even if it is detrimental to the other sex (reviewed by [38]) and has been proposed as an explanation for the persistence of personality variation within populations [39]. As such, the correlation between boldness and foraging trip length may be adaptive in males, but persist as a carryover effect of selection in females.

In the closely related black browed albatross, boldness has been shown to link to foraging range, such that bolder birds feed nearer the colony [25]. In this species, shyer males and bolder females generally had higher fitness, although this was mediated by environmental conditions and foraging location, and age effects were not examined. Competition has a strong influence on foraging tactics in this species as birds forage as part of a group, close to the colony. This study suggested that boldness may have varying benefits depending on an individual’s overlap with other birds and competitive ability. In wandering albatross, birds are mainly solitary feeders and during incubation, when this study was carried out, feed well beyond the local waters [29,37]. As such, we suggest that the influences of boldness on competitive ability may not be under strong selection in this species and may be of decreasing importance with age, as birds extend foraging ranges. Range expansion into new waters may increase the importance of exploration behaviour, altering the impact of boldness on fitness. These results together suggest that the fitness consequences of personality may be highly dependent on the ecological niche of species and the extent of segregation between the sexes. In wandering albatrosses, increased trip duration yields a fitness benefit to males as a result of their foraging locations but it is easy to imagine that under different circumstances boldness may result in very different effects on fitness.
(b) Reproductive failure

As reproductive failures occur mainly during incubation [21], these results infer that pairs with a bold male or shy female are less likely to abandon the egg in old age. Abandonment is associated with a decrease in mass below a critical threshold [19]. As bolder males are able to gain more mass during their foraging trips, this may place them further from the abandonment threshold and enable longer incubation stints. In addition, around this threshold, individuals may differ in their propensity to abandon [19] and more risk taking birds may remain on the nest longer, requiring a higher threshold to abandon the egg. As bolder birds have been shown to be more risk taking in the past [9], these individuals may be more likely to endure increase starvation risks, which in turn may reduce their incubation failure rate. If bold females suffer a greater cost to long foraging trips, or have differing nutritional demands to males, they may be less able to remain on the egg for long periods, and this behaviour in itself could lead to abandonment and nest failure. In addition, the long-term consequences of increased incubation shifts for survival are unknown, but increased energy allocation in a single year season affects survival probabilities in future years.

(c) Trade-offs

Life-history predictions infer that personality may be linked to senescence through the trade-off between current and future reproduction [10,11]. We find no effect of boldness on early adulthood reproduction in either sex, providing little support that boldness drives these differences. An alternative hypothesis which we suggest for this species, given its very high reproductive success during most of its early adulthood, is that it may be only during late adulthood that the trade-off between current and future reproduction is strong, and differences with boldness may begin to emerge. The results showing that bolder individuals are spending longer foraging, indicate increased allocation to reproduction. In males this increased foraging time, and the subsequent change in foraging grounds, may enable then to maintain their reproductive success in late adulthood. However, our study focuses on the link between boldness, foraging and reproductive success. We do not examine the reproductive output of individuals or lifetime fitness. Bold males and shy females may have higher reproductive success in later life, but may attempt to breed less frequently. Hence, the allocation to current versus future reproduction may differ, based on the risks and foraging ecology of the sexes.

Life-history models predict that bolder birds will have lower survival and should therefore allocate more resources to the current reproductive attempt (fast pace of life; [40]). In wandering albatross, reproductive success and survival (post recruitment) during early adulthood is very high and as such, shows little variation between individuals [21]. It is not until later in adulthood (ca 22 years of age) that reproductive success becomes more variable, and survival begins to decrease [21]. While we are unable to test for survival differences between the personality types, the differences we report here may be coupled with varying survival probabilities. Individuals may face a direct trade-off between reproduction in late adulthood and survival, such that senescence in reproductive success correlates with increased survival. It is possible that the distribution of phenotypes in older birds is representative of birds which have survived to old age. As such, we may only see high quality bold males, who are able to maintain their reproductive success and survive. Furthermore, as boldness was measured only in late life for old birds, our results report the reproductive success differences
for birds that are bold and shy when old. It is possible that there are individual differences in the stability in personality and fitness consequences to this plasticity in behaviour. Future work should focus on the lifetime fitness of personality types and continue to measure boldness over long time periods, to examine whether such trade-offs exist and whether plasticity in behaviour may be under selection.

Evidence suggesting bold females have a low fitness in old age may arise if bolder females allocate more resources to survival, making data on longevity essential to be able to assess the lifetime fitness consequences of differences in boldness. Furthermore, the estimates of personality were collected only in late adulthood for old birds, and as such, we are unable to examine how plasticity in boldness may correlate with senescence. Individuals that are able to change their behaviour, and potentially their personality, may be better able to resist senescence in later life. While this offers an interesting extension to this work, exploring the idea that life-history trade-offs emerge only in later adulthood, our current study provides evidence linking a personality trait to both senescence in the wild, and changes in foraging behaviour with age. The evidence suggesting that bold birds invest more heavily in current reproduction, paves the way for future studies examining the consequences for future survival and reproduction.
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